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EMOTION THEORY
[Theoretical Aspects]
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Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
If you are not an emotion researchers, or a theorist, you could read articles assuming there is ONE theory of emotions. Most authors never make explicit reference to which camp they belong to.



EMOTIONS: UNIVERSAL OR SOCIAL

Basic Emotion Theory (BET)

 Universal (same everywhere)

 Require no learning (innate)

 Cross-culturally understood

 Different real and fake expressions

 Vestigial behaviours which need to be “decoded”

Behavioural Ecology View (BECV)

 Communication signals (easily understood)

 Co-evolved to be understood by peers

 Vary from group to group (culture, society, etc.)

 Doesn’t assume “genuine” and “fake” expressions differ

no consensus on what is an “emotion” facial expressions don’t represent all underlying emotions

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
A theoretical shift has taken place in the emotion field, we should follow suit.I contrast BET and BECV as an example; some might consider both are wrong



Non-verbal behaviour

BEHAVIOURAL DIFFERENCES? “RELIABLE” MUSCLES?

Comparison of Blind and Sighted athletes who just lost a 
match for a medal

HOWEVER
No such reliable muscles (e.g., Krumhuber & Manstead, 2009)
Authenticity discrimination is poor (e.g., Hess & Kleck, 1994)

Non-Duchenne Smile Duchenne Smile

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Overreliance on pre-selected stimuli based on such criteria



EMOTIONAL AUTHENTICITY JUDGEMENTS

People are good at classifying emotional facial expressions (Ekman, 2003)*

Less capable at discriminating genuine from non-genuine expressions 
(Zloteanu, et al., 2018, 2020)

Little evidence for “reliable muscles” (e.g., Krumhuber & Manstead, 2009)

Few studies are designed to make directional claims; having only 2 
categories in the stimuli is not informative – nor does it reflect reality 

Label this expression

“Happiness”
CORRECT!

Is the person happy?

“Umm, yes?”
INCORRECT

These are NOT the same task!

How we operationalize expressions matter! (as we will see shortly)



FRAMEWORK YOU USE AFFECTS EVERYTHING!
 Assumptions

Discrete vs variable | Involuntary vs Communicative | Authenticity exists vs Authenticity is a perceptual feature
 Predictions

About effects (size, variance) and judgement processes (detection, training, bias, perception)
 Methodology

often non-overlapping e.g., discrete, prototypical, cue-based sets vs production/context-based sets
 Measurement

different effects e.g., detection accuracy (%) vs judgement shift
 Conclusions

e.g., emotion recognition is linked to “reading” subtle “cues” vs emotions are communicative signals 
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FOR INSTANCE: STIMULI
If you ascribe to BET:
 Instruct “senders” (dif. ways)
 Activation of specific facial muscles
 Use coding (FACS) to check
 If activation = pattern [correct]
 If activation != pattern [incorrect]

[Intellective task]
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CORRECT ACTIVATION
Use in “Genuine”

INCORRECT ACTIVATION
Use in “Non-Genuine”



FOR INSTANCE: STIMULI
If you ascribe to BECV
 Construct situation to elicit an emotion
 Record the activity
 You “ignore” variance
 No coding per se
Group based on context, not performance

[Judgemental Task]
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CONTEXT



BRIEF ASIDE: DECEPTION DETECTION
[My interests]



DETECTING LIES AND TRUTHS
People lie often and for various reasons

However, detection rates are ~54%

Bias towards believing others are honest

No one definitive cue of lying

Meta-analyses find (inconsistent) clusters of “cues”



EMOTION RECOGNITION AND DECEPTION DETECTION
Traditional Logic (BET):
1. emotional “cues” differ based on genuine and deceptive behaviour
2. emotion recognition relates to accurately “reading” emotional cues (e.g., empathy)
3. empathy may play a role in authenticity judgements

Prediction: Empathic people are better at spotting deceivers’ leaked emotions

New Logic (BECV):
1. empathy relates to emotion recognition
2. but, only when those emotions are genuine
3. when the cues are insincere, empathy will hinder deception detection (misinterpretation) 

Prediction: Higher levels of empathy will negatively relate with emotional lie detection



DECEPTION DETECTION RESULTS: INTERPRETATION
Empathic judges perform worse at lie detection.

Explanations:

 Empathic people have difficulty discriminating fabricated 
emotional cues (BECV compatible) (BET incompatible)

 Empathy relates to speed of processing of emotional 
information (lower threshold)
 Emotional information is misinterpreted as signal for truth



Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
One experimental paper, and two theoretical chapters about my work on affect and veracity judgements.



BACK TO EMOTION RESEARCH



AUTHENTICITY DISCRIMINATION
[Operationalisation]



FRAMEWORK DETERMINES STUDY DESIGN
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CONTEXTCORRECT ACTIVATION
Use in “Genuine”

INCORRECT ACTIVATION
Use in “Non-Genuine”



FRAMEWORK DETERMINES STUDY DESIGN
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Label this expression

“Happiness”
CORRECT!

Is the person happy?

“Umm, yes?”
INCORRECT

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
If you believe authenticity is binary then you wouldn’t use a scale, as gradation makes no sense.If you believe it is on a continuum of communicative purpose, then you wouldn’t use a binary forced-choice. You would measure judgement granularity



EXAMPLE FROM MY RESEARCH
Can people produce genuine-looking facial displays?

Are all deliberate (deceptive) facial displays the same?

Does the production (elicitation) method matter?

We investigated surprise.

Research Questions:

• Presentation format matters (dynamic v static)

• Production method matters (explains inconsistent results)

• People can produce convincing facial displays



DELIBERATE EXPRESSIONS
Can senders produce genuine-looking expressions which can ‘fool’ decoders?

Does the production method matter?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Can ppl detect in general authenticityAre there certain scenarios where this is more less difficult?






STIMULI CREATION (ZLOTEANU, ET AL., 2018; 2020)
Re

he
ar
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(recall experience)
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(act surprised)

Ex
te
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al

(recall experience)

G
en
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ne



PRESENTATION FORMAT



DYNAMIC VS STATIC EXPRESSIONS

VS

Dynamic > Static (Mdiff ≈ 10%)
Dynamic v Static 

ImprovisedD < ImprovisedS

Dynamic v Static
GenuineD = GenuineS

Dynamic v Static
GenuineD > GenuineS

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
In S1 I just mentioned we also compared the dynamic expressions to their static counterparts – to see how judgement would be impactedSupporting the primary prediction – dynamic expressions led to better discriminationAlso, to differences in judgement – for genuineness, while in the Static condition Improvised expressions were rated no different from genuine, when presented dynamically they had the lowest genuine rating.



Presentation Format

• Dynamic > Static (≈ 10%)

Expression Condition:

• Genuine > Rehearsed = Improvised

DISCRIMINATION ACCURACY

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Dynamic better than staticSame patter for detection between genuine and deceptive expressions



Dynamic Condition:

• Genuine > Rehearsed | Improvised

• Improvised < Rehearsed

Static Condition:

• Genuine > Rehearsed

• Improvised > Rehearsed

• Genuine = Improvised

Dynamic v Static:

• Improvised Static < Improvised Dynamic

• Genuine Static = Genuine Dynamic

• Rehearsed Static  = Rehearsed Dynamic

GENUINENESS

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Genuine – prototypical, expected, matching-stereotypes 



Dynamic condition

• Genuine > Rehearsed | Improvised

• Rehearsed = Improvised

Static Condition

• Genuine < Improvised

• Genuine = Rehearsed

• Improvised > Rehearsed

Dynamic v Static

• ImprovisedSTATIC > ImprovisedDYNAMIC

PERCEIVED INTENSITY

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Posed should be more intense – communication advantagePosed should be less intense – no underlying affect



Dynamic Condition

• Genuine > Rehearsed | Improvised

• Rehearsed  = Improvised

Static Condition

• Genuine = Rehearsed = Improvised

Dynamic v Static

• Genuine > Genuine

CONFIDENCE



Accuracy: People are not great at discriminating dynamic expressions (60%)

And show an authenticity bias (assume most expressions are genuine)

Production Type matters: The type of deliberate expression affects (changes) judgement 

Presentation Format matters: Expressions are judged differently if shown as static or dynamic stimuli

FINDINGS

Now, imagine I didn’t have 1x study with 4 conditions x 2 formats; I could have run 8x 2-condition 
(genuine/fake) studies. Each findings conflicting and contradictory results! The research community 
would be confused…



IMPROVING EMOTION RESEARCH



WHAT CAUSED THIS?
 Poor methodology

Forced choice labels
Strong (unfounded and untested) assumptions 

 Lack of replication of core research and misinterpretation
See Fridlund (1992; 1994)

 Overreliance on pre-selected stimuli 
Turns emotion recognition into a “matching task”

 Static and “prototypical” stimuli
High intensity, clear, isolated, no contextual information, sole focus of task

 Dichotomous thinking

 Incorrect analysis strategies
No accounting for variability due to sender and receiver
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OPERATIONAL DEFINITIONS
Defining your estimand & effects
 posed / deliberate / fake / deceptive / voluntary / non-genuine

 emotion identification, categorization, discrimination, inference, and 
recognition

 Different terms for same thing & dame term for different things
Zloteanu et al., (2020, 2018)
 emotion classification accuracy is the ability to infer specific 

emotions from facial displays 
 emotion authenticity discrimination as the ability to differentiate 

between spontaneous (genuine) and posed (deliberate) displays.
Buck et al. (2017) 
 use the exact opposite definitions which they label emotion 

categorization ability and emotion communication accuracy.

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Lilienfeld, S. O., Sauvigné, K. C., Lynn, S. J., Cautin, R. L., Latzman, R. D., and Waldman, I. D. (2015). Fifty psychological and psychiatric terms to avoid: a list of inaccurate, misleading, misused, ambiguous, and logically confused words and phrases. Front. Psychol. 6:1100. doi: 10.3389/fpsyg.2015.01100



BETTER MODELS: MIXED EFFECTS MODELS
ANOVAs treat all Trials/Senders as equivalent, but:

ANOVAs treat all Participants as homogenous, but:

Video 1 Video 2 Video 3 Video 4

P 1 P 2 P 3 P 4

Not all the same, 
regardless of labels

All response 
differences are 

ignored

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
If one experimental condition contains a PROBLEMATIC video/trial it might drive the resultsNormally, people would do a F1 F2 test for these and combine the findings, but that is inefficient



WE CAN DO BETTER: BAYESIAN MIXED EFFECTS MODELS
Advantages over RM-ANOVA

 Same results as ANOVA analyses

 All data types permitted

 Complex designs

 Missing data

 Differing number of repeats (unbalanced data)

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
There is no version of RM-ANOVA for count or logistic regression models!RM-ANOVA ≈ LMMGLMM work with categorical, ordinal, counts, etc. RM-ANOVA can’t incorporate nested or clustered subject structuresLMM handling missing data much better. RM-ANOVA can only use listwise deletion, which cause bias and reduce power.RM-ANOVA cannot incorporate uneven/unbalanced Trials (Videos). 



STREAMLINE OUR ANALYSES: 1 (SDT) MODEL!
Accuracy %

Bias

SDT – Accuracy (d’)

SDT – Bias (c)

https://doi.org/10.13140/RG.2.2.24441.13926 for Talk
https://osf.io/abts4/ for R script

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Understand the data is bounded, and each event is independentWe have discovered that we can use GLMs to approximate SDT models, while benefiting from the power and flexibility of Mixed effects modelsDeCarlo, L. T. (1998). Signal Detection Theory and Generalized Linear Models. Psychological Methods 3 (2): 186–205.

https://doi.org/10.13140/RG.2.2.24441.13926
https://osf.io/abts4/


EXAMPLE FOR “ACCURACY”: PROBIT MODELS
Data Preparation

R package

Long format 

Truth = 1
Lie = 0

library(brms)
library(bayestestR)
library(emmeans)

Bayesian Priors

As the probit CDF back-transforms to a Z-curve, we can see 
the parameter space the same as a Normal distribution with 
mean = 0, and SD = 1.

So, think in terms of Cohen’s d!

Some acceptable priors for the coefficients is N ~ (0,1)

But, avoid being too specific for interactions.

Note, overall priors matter most of model convergence issues 
or computing Bayes Factors



PROBIT MODELS

m1 <- brm(Answer ~ 1 + Veracity + (1 + Veracity | Participant) + (1 | Stimuli),  
data = my_data, 
family = bernoulli(link = probit)
)

Syntax

Output

Plots

-c

d’

Participant variance

Video variance



ALL DATA-TYPES WELCOME!
Categorical Ordinal (Likert, scale)
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m2 <- brm(Answer ~ 1 + Veracity + (1 + Veracity | Participant) 
+ (1 | Stimuli),  

data = my_data, 
family = categorical()
)

Syntax

m3 <- brm(Answer ~ 1 + Veracity + (1 + Veracity | Participant) 
+ (1 | Stimuli),  

data = my_data, 
family = cumulative()
)

Syntax



OPEN SCIENCE



OPEN RESEARCH
Reproducible
 Share your analysis code

Open
 Make your data public
 Share your videos!!!

Interpretable
 Use estimation language
 Report effect sizes in different ways
 Plot your data

Transparent
 Pre-register your study!
 Differentiate Planned from Exploratory analyses



SHARING IS CARING (AND NECESSARY FOR SCIENTIFIC INTEGRITY)
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LAB 1 LAB 2 LAB 3

There IS a 
difference & it’s 

POSITIVE!

There’s NO 
difference!

There IS a 
difference & but 

it’s NEGATIVE

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Without sharing stimuli, apparatus, scripts, etc., it is impossible to determine why some labs report some findings while others do not, or find the opposite. All this could simply be demand characteristics, and nothing more.



MANY FACES PROJECT
A big team science approach 
to face perception and 
recognition

https://osf.io/ngjq7/
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https://osf.io/ngjq7/


TAKE AWAY MESSAGES



FINAL THOUGHTS
Pick a framework (or invent your own)

Be specific on what you believe – what are your assumptions?

Figure out what effects in your area look like and what you expect to find

Make specific, testable, and falsifiable predictions (see also severe testing)

Share your data, code, stimuli, papers

Engage in debates and discussions

Don’t be afraid to be wrong!

(oh, and use Bayesian Mixed effects models!)
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THANK YOU!

QUESTIONS?

Presenter Notes
Presentation Notes
Thank you for your time – and I look forward to your questions
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